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Householders’ Options to Protect the Environment Inc. 
PO Box 6118 – Clifford Gardens, TOOWOOMBA QLD 4350 
(22 Vacy Street, Toowoomba QLD 4350) 
Ph 07 4639 2135; Email: office@hopeaustralia.org.au   
Website: http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Householders.Options.to.Protect.the.Environment   
ABN 48 036 173 161 

 

HOPE E-news Bulletin 2016 #10 --- 01 October 2016 
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared 
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to 
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month. 

 

Editorial 
 
Welcome to another diverse and interesting collection of articles. A big thanks to our regular and new contributors. 
The ‘Office News’ section includes references to our many ongoing activities such as pursuing corporate sponsorship, 
seeking grant opportunities, establishing new alliances/partnership and increasing our national membership.  
Lastly, don’t forget our upcoming AGM (Annual General Meeting) on Saturday 12 November. Your input to, and assistance 
in managing the HOPE operations is most welcome. More active support on the Executive Committee and in Admin 
Support is encouraged.  
Regards, 
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph 07 4639 2135, email office@hopeaustralia.org.au  
 
 

Calendar of Events 
Search the national environmental events calendar and/or national community calendar for any events that might 
interest you. 
 

October 

 3  World Habitat Day  

 4  World Animal Day 

 13  International Day for Disaster Reduction  

 12  National Ride 2 Work Day 

 17  International Day for the Eradication of Poverty 

 17-23 Aussie Backyard Bird Count 

 18-24 National Water Week 

 19-25 Bird Week  

 20-23 National Environment Meeting – University of Sydney, Camperdown, NSW 

 24  United Nations Day  
 

November 

 6  International Day for Preventing the Exploitation of the Environment in War and Armed Conflict 

 7-13 National Recycling Week 

 11  National Walk to Work Day  

 12  HOPE AGM (Annual General Meeting) and 1st Ordinary Meeting for 2016-2017 

 

 

Date Claimer 
 

20-23 October 2016 National Environment Meeting – University of Sydney, Camperdown, NSW 
National Environment Meeting will be co-hosted by Greenpeace and the Nature Conservation Council of NSW, in 
partnership with the Sydney Environment Institute. 
 

For the first time ever, the National Environment Meeting has been extended to include public and academic streams, 
allowing many different environmentalists from across Australia to share their knowledge and skills.  
 

NEM2016 has an exciting program of forums, keynote speakers, workshops, and plenty of opportunities for you to build 
connections for your important work.  
 

Register here to attend the public events on Thursday 20 October and Saturday 22 October. 
Register here to attend the closed meeting for NGO staff, activists and allied scholars on Friday 21 October. 
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Office News Report --- October 2016 
 

This month’s office report focuses on matters raised at the September Ordinary Meeting. 
HOPE’s major ongoing activities include pursuing corporate sponsorship, seeking grant opportunities, establishing new 
alliances/partnerships and increasing our national membership. So, if you have any leads or suggestions as to who we 
can approach regarding these matters, please contact the office by phone on 07 4639 2135 or email 
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . 
Also, our AGM (Annual General Meeting) is scheduled for Saturday 12 November. Your input to, and assistance in 
managing the HOPE operations is most welcome. More active support on the Executive Committee and in Admin Support 
is encouraged.  
Current vacancies exist on our Media, Publications and Newsletter Teams. So, if you have some spare time and talents 
to offer, please contact the office at your earliest convenience. 
– reports from Anjan, Sue & Steve; other highlights 
Lastly, the issue of membership fees has been raised. Personally, I’d be happy to continue with free membership. What 
do you think? Would you be prepared to pay annual subscription? Or, would those of you who can contribute financially 
be willing to make a donation at http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/annual-pledgedonation/ . 
 

Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph 07 4639 2135, office@hopeaustralia.org.au  
 

 

Office Hours 
HOPE’s office is open every Monday from 9am to 5pm; with the library resources available at the same time. 
Other times can be arranged through the office. 

 
 
 

Letter to the Editor 
 
Dear HOPE, 
 

ASH (Alliance to Save Hinchinbrook) has always tackled nature conservation as if it is fundamentally essential. We learned 
to stand firm on principles while continuing to work with unsatisfactory possibilities. 
 

In recent years I've heard conservation activists speak privately of their despair, expressing fear that the big earth systems 
may have already passed the point of no return; at the local level, council decisions have led to special natural places 
being opportunistically developed or isolated or manicured into parkland, the natural coast disappearing under concrete, 
with no real-life respect for how native wildlife would cope with an increasingly dysfunctional landscape. 
 

In Queensland some of us were shocked to hear representatives of the Queensland Premier's Department, at the end of 
the Bligh Government, and again at the start of the Newman Government, explicitly trash the Intergovernmental Agreement 
on the Environment (IGAE), its central principle Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) and the Precautionary 
Principle (PP). The present government has chosen to apply ESD and PP in only SOME parts of SOME Queensland 
legislation. This seems hugely symbolic of the direction of government intentions. The moving feast of mapping and 
clearing and offsets regulations hides what the Queensland landscape will look like in 10 years' time. The only clarity 
established under the Newman philosophy was that the boundary between naturally-vegetated land and land doomed for 
clearing would move only one way, i.e. towards clearing.  
 

Meanwhile, no-one wants to talk about dugongs, a major value of the GBRWHA. When commercial hunting stopped in 
1962 there were some 62,000 dugongs left along the Queensland coast. During the 1990's long campaign mounted by 
Friends of Hinchinbrook and ASH and NQCC, there were still around 4,000 dugongs in "our" (Southern GBR) population. 
The most recent survey (2011) found only 537 (give-or-take 223) dugongs, this population described as "declining" - 
despite all our efforts, Dugong Protection Zones (1998), EPBC Act (1999), statutory zoning of the GBRMP (2003), and 
listing of dugongs in Queensland as vulnerable (2000). The Commonwealth Department of Environment website warns 
us not to run over dugongs in boats; but it's really all about habitat loss and degradation. Remember Gladstone Harbour? 
 

Often conservationists can only hope that future generations will welcome and expand on the remnants left by present 
governments. Often we cannot have the satisfaction of knowing that our seemingly head-against-brick-wall efforts are 
having effect. We just have to persist, anyway, even when it looks hopeless. 
 

So it is a welcome change to hear from a writer who thinks that the world of people with power might be changing direction 
- see link (http://biographic.com/posts/sto/no-lost-cause). .The article comes to us from TESS (Centre for Tropical 
Environmental and Sustainability Science) via HOPE (Householders' Options to Protect the Environment). 
 
Margaret J Moorhouse 
Alliance to Save Hinchinbrook Inc. 
PO Box 2457, Townsville QLD 4810 
hinchinbrookforever@gmail.com, mob: 0427 724 052 
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Feature Articles 
 

Big data, big opportunities 
By Bill Laurence, James Cook University, Cairns, Australia 
 
In case you had not yet noticed, we are in the midst of an environmental revolution – one that revolves around escalating 
improvements in Earth Observation, open data, and the creation of new data platforms that provide remarkable linkages 
among disparate kinds of information. The power and potential of these new platforms is unprecedented. 
 
Advances in a variety of remote-sensing technologies – and increasingly free access to many Earth Observation datasets 
– have led to a true information explosion. Landsat satellite data became free in 2008. This has helped to spawn, among 
other advances, Global Forest Watch (www.globalforestwatch.org ), which now uses these data to generate weekly 
updates on forest cover across the planet – something that was unimaginable a decade ago. The European Union’s 
Copernicus program (www.copernicus.eu) provides completely free and open access to global data with a technological 
leap above Landsat in terms of spatial resolution (10 versus 30 m) and revisit time (5 versus 16 days) through the Sentinel-
2 satellites. This is allowing much better detection of forest-degrading activities such as selective logging and illegal roads 
(Miettinen et al. 2015; Asian J Geoinformatics 15: 23–30). A variety of other sensors, some using airborne laser-or radar-
based technologies, are yielding even finer-scale insights into the structure, biomass, and composition of ecosystems 
(reviewed in Pettorelli et al. 2014; J Appl Ecol 51: 839–48). 
 
This avalanche of remote-sensing data is being integrated with many other spatial datasets into user-friendly platforms. 
For example, the Digital Observatory for Protected Areas (http://dopa.jrc. ec.europa.eu) is providing a global database for 
the world’s protected areas, including their key characteristics and threats – facilitating an array of national -and global-
scale analyses. The BIOPAMA platform (http://rris.biopama.org ) offers even more in-depth coverage as well as practical 
support for managers of protected areas in countries in Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific Rim. The WWF- SIGHT 
(tinyurl.com/hhsqjh7 ) platform, a WWF-network internal tool, is integrating data on extractive industries worldwide with a 
range of environmental and social datasets, providing decision-and risk-support relevant for corporations, investors, and 
conservation advocates. 
 
A further advance has been the growing engagement of the general public and crowdsourcing in research. For instance, 
the Roadless Forest initiative (www.roadlessforest.org ) is integrating remote-sensing data with crowdsourcing, using 
thousands of human eyes to map legal and illegal roads across the world’s tropical and subtropical forests. Such 
information is invaluable for devising proactive land-use planning strategies (Laurance et al. 2014; Nature 513: 229–32) 
and for detecting illegal logging and road building, which is an enormous challenge in many developing nations. 
 
In a world in which human population growth and infrastructure are exploding, and where many ecosystems are rapidly 
degrading, the torrent of new information technologies is arriving not a moment too soon. But there are still many pressing 
challenges ahead. We have become extremely sophisticated at seeing the world from a bird’s-eye view, but what does 
that mean for biodiversity on the ground? One priority is to develop remote-sensing indicators that can reliably tell us more 
about the distribution and status of, say, orangutans, forest elephants, or vulnerable tree species targeted by loggers. 
 
A second priority is to turn our information revolution into action. Brazil’s PRODES and DETER programs 
(www.obt.inpe.br/projetos.htm ) deserve special mention because they link near-real-time information on threats to forests 
with information on land-ownership status, so that illegal activities can be rapidly detected and the relevant enforcement 
agencies can be alerted. PRODES is one key reason that rates of deforestation have fallen by more than 75% in the 
Brazilian Amazon over the past decade. 
 
A third priority is to develop better algorithms to process the avalanche of remote-sensing data arriving daily. One Holy 
Grail would be an algorithm to detect paved and unpaved roads across the planet – in environments ranging from tropical 
forests to savanna-woodlands to Arctic tundra. Right now, the great diversity of ecosystems, topography, and road types 
overwhelms existing algorithms. The only way to circumvent this at present is to use crowdsourcing to detect and map 
roads, but that is a multi-year exercise. An effective road-detection algorithm that works in near real time would be a boon 
for a planet that expects another 25 million kilometers of legal and illegal roads by mid-century. 
 
The bottom line is that new, powerful, and increasingly user-friendly sources of information are growing exponentially. 
While many challenges remain, the potential uses of these new data platforms for research, conservation, and 
environmental policy are staggering. If you are an environmental researcher or manager, this is a bandwagon you simply 
cannot afford to miss. 
 

 
 

Office Hours 
HOPE’s office is open every Monday from 9am to 5pm; with the library resources available at the same time. 
Other times can be arranged through the office. 
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Smart cities and knowledge management 
What is a “smart city”, and what is the role of knowledge management in the development and governance of 
smart cities? 

(Posted by Bruce Boyes on 22 July 2016 in Systems thinking | Leave a response) 
 

The “smart cities” concept is gaining considerable momentum, with recent initiatives including the India Smart Cities 
Challenge, the United States government’s Smart Cities Initiative, and the Australian Government’s Smart Cities Plan and 
Smart Cities Summit. 
 

So what is a “smart city”, and what is the role of knowledge management in the development and governance of smart 
cities? 
 

What is a smart city? 
 

Drawing on the synopsis of a forthcoming paper by Dr. Sam Musa, Professor of Cybersecurity at University of Maryland, 
Wikipedia defines a smart city as: 

“…an urban development vision to integrate multiple information and communication technology (ICT) solutions in a 
secure fashion to manage a city’s assets – the city’s assets include, but not limited to, local departments information 
systems, schools, libraries, transportation systems, hospitals, power plants, water supply networks, waste 
management, law enforcement, and other community services. The goal of building a smart city is to improve quality 
of life by using technology to improve the efficiency of services and meet residents’ needs. 

 

Similarly, the new report Smart Cities – Time to involve the People from the UK Institution of Engineering and Technology 

has a technology focus in its definition of a smart city: 
“A smart city uses modern digital communications technology to monitor, manage and enhance key infrastructure and 
public services. This can include transport and traffic management, energy, water and waste management, healthcare 
and other community services. 

 

However, while not specifically defining a smart city, the Australian Government’s Smart Cities Plan has a wider focus. 
Technology is just one of three pillars of the plan, which are smart investment, smart policy, and smart technology. 
 

The United States government’s Smart Cities Initiative and India Smart Cities Challenge also have a wider focus. The US 
Smart Cities Initiative aims “to help local communities tackle key challenges such as reducing traffic congestion, fighting 
crime, fostering economic growth, managing the effects of a changing climate, and improving the delivery of city services.” 
The guidelines for the India Smart Cities Challenge advised that: 

“Smart solutions are bold and impactful, and strengthen the city’s governance or its physical, social, or economic 
infrastructure. 

 

Good ideas come in many shapes and sizes, and are designed to improve quality of life. They may involve technology, 
institutional or managerial reforms, and the involvement of citizens. The choice of solution is only smart if it is right-
sized to the challenge it aims to address 

 

Similarly, the European Smart Cities program of the Vienna University of Technology also has a focus beyond just the 
application of technology: 

“A Smart City is a city well performing in 6 key fields of urban development, built on the ‘smart’ combination of 
endowments and activities of self-decisive, independent and aware citizens. 

 

The six key fields of the European Smart Cities model are shown in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1. European Smart Cities model (source: European Smart Cities).  
 
 
 
The original proponents of the concept of “smart cities” may have had a primary focus on technological integration, but as 
the number of smart cities initiatives grows, a broader agenda is being adopted. Irungbam confirms this evolution in a 
recent paper1 that reviews 24 definitions of a smart city in the published literature: 

http://realkm.com/author/brboyes/
http://realkm.com/category/articles/systems-thinking/
http://realkm.com/2016/07/22/smart-cities-and-knowledge-management/#respond
http://realkm.com/go/india-smart-cities-challenge/
http://realkm.com/go/india-smart-cities-challenge/
http://realkm.com/go/fact-sheet-administration-announces-new-smart-cities-initiative-to-help-communities-tackle-local-challenges-and-improve-city-services/
http://realkm.com/go/smart-cities-plan/
http://realkm.com/go/smart-cities-summit/
http://realkm.com/go/smart-city-roadmap/
http://realkm.com/go/wikipedia-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/go/smart-cities-time-to-involve-the-people/
http://realkm.com/go/european-smart-cities-the-smart-city-model/
http://realkm.com/go/european-smart-cities-the-smart-city-model/
http://realkm.com/go/the-model-of-smart-cities-in-theory-and-in-practice/
http://realkm.com/go/the-model-of-smart-cities-in-theory-and-in-practice/
http://realkm.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/European_Smart_Cities_model.jpg
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“It is observed that smart cities as a concept has evolved from a narrow perspective of integrating innovative 
technology towards building intelligent infrastructure, into a more intricate urban system that calls for social and 
institutional participation. 

 

The City of St. Albert in Canada proposes a smart city definition that encompasses this wider focus, and also recognises 
that there is no universal way to design a community of the future, with a smart city strategy or initiative needing to be 
relevant to each individual community. The City of St. Albert defines a smart city as: 

“An urban area that solves its core issues through innovation and collaboration, and that applies new technologies 
and data for the benefit of all. 

 

What is the role of knowledge management in smart cities? 

 

Very little research looking at the role of information and knowledge in smart cities appears to have been conducted. Only 
a few relevant papers could be located, and most of these explore conceptual issues, offering little in the way of tangible 
recommendations or actions that could be readily implemented by the governments carrying out initiatives such as those 
underway in India, the US, and Australia. 
 

For example, a paper by Nam and Pardo2 in the Proceedings of the 12th Annual International Digital Government 
Research Conference identifies “A set of the common multidimensional components underlying the smart city concept 

and the core factors for a successful smart city initiative”. 
 

In another example, a paper by Negre, Rosenthal-Sabroux, and Gascó3 “proposes a knowledge-based conceptual vision 
of the smart city, centered on people’s information and knowledge of people, in order to improve decision-making 
processes and enhance the value-added of business processes of the modern city.” 
 

In a further example, a paper by Chourabi et al.4 “proposes a framework to understand the concept of smart cities.” 
The focus on researching conceptual issues to do with smart cities while significant national smart cities initiatives are 
already underway suggests that smart cities research is well behind smart cities practice, which raises serious concerns 
about the extent to which decision-making in regard to smart cities is evidence-based. 
 

One paper that does offer some tangible conclusions is a conference paper by Ritter and Varma5, who report finding 
common threads across the smart cities efforts of governments in both developed and developing countries in regard to: 

‘…leveraging (a) data – to get smart insights (b) ideas – crowd sourcing for better public services and their delivery 
(c) knowledge – to develop smart device apps to enable citizen to play a constructive stakeholder role in development 
of smart cities and delivery of smart governance. 

 
Initiatives to leverage data for smart insights are already well advanced. Examples include: 

 mySidewalk, which has “helped more than 2,000 organizations understand their communities by empowering them 
to make better decisions using simple data analysis tools to answer questions like ‘How has this place changed over 
the past decade?’ and ‘What is the demographic makeup of my project area?'” 

 Smart City Monitor, which is “enabling digital transformation of big data streams from smart everything into rich set of 
data driven information services for citizens, businesses, administrations, tourists to control, prevent, command, 
answer questions and take right actions in real time”. 

 Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN), “a national collaboration delivering e-research 
infrastructure to empower better decisions for Australia’s urban settlements and their future development.” 

 What Works Cities Toolkit, which includes “best practices in designing open data policies and creating open data 
portals, advancing performance management programmes by setting stronger targets, utilising behavioural insights 
to run randomised control trials and better managing city contracts.” 

 

A number of perspectives published in The Conversation have highlighted the importance of involving citizens in the 
development of smart cities and the delivery of smart city governance: 

 The article Early experiments show a smart city plan should start with people first advises “that people have to be at 
the core of any smart city agenda.” 

 The article ‘30-minute city’? Not in my backyard! Smart Cities Plan must let people have their say puts forward five 
points to consider when including people in the delivery of the 30-minute city proposed in the Australian Government’s 
Smart Cities Plan. 

 The article While governments talk about smart cities, it’s citizens who create them proposes that “governments could 
use their funds to develop an organic innovation ecosystem geared toward smart cities, similar to the one that is 
growing in the US. It is more about bottom-up innovation than top-down schemas.” 

 
Knowledge management has a range of tools and techniques that can be used to facilitate smart insights, generate ideas 
and assist with their adoption, and enhance citizen input into smart city decision-making. Knowledge managers are 
encouraged to consider how they can advocate for and facilitate the adoption of these tools and techniques in smart city 
initiatives. 
 

A paper by Porumb and Ivanova6 puts forward one way in which this could be done, using the case study of the Romanian 
city of Cluj-Napoca and drawing on best practices from Luxembourg and Songdo, South Korea. 
 

http://realkm.com/go/conceptualizing-smart-city-with-dimensions-of-technology-people-and-institutions/
http://realkm.com/go/conceptualizing-smart-city-with-dimensions-of-technology-people-and-institutions/
http://realkm.com/go/a-knowledge-based-conceptual-vision-of-the-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/go/a-knowledge-based-conceptual-vision-of-the-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/go/understanding-smart-cities-an-integrative-framework/
http://realkm.com/go/understanding-smart-cities-an-integrative-framework/
http://realkm.com/go/governance-of-smart-cities-comparing-practices-in-helsinki-hong-kong-hyderabad/
http://realkm.com/go/governance-of-smart-cities-comparing-practices-in-helsinki-hong-kong-hyderabad/
http://realkm.com/go/mysidewalk/
http://realkm.com/go/smart-city-monitor/
http://realkm.com/go/aurin/
http://realkm.com/go/what-works-cities-toolkit/
http://realkm.com/go/bloomberg-releases-new-toolkit-to-help-cities-unlock-data/
http://realkm.com/go/early-experiments-show-a-smart-city-plan-should-start-with-people-first/
http://realkm.com/go/30-minute-city-not-in-my-backyard-smart-cities-plan-must-let-people-have-their-say/
http://realkm.com/go/while-governments-talk-about-smart-cities-its-citizens-who-create-them/
http://realkm.com/go/knowledge-bucket-tools-and-techniques/
http://realkm.com/go/development-through-knowledge-economy-cluj-napoca-a-european-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/go/development-through-knowledge-economy-cluj-napoca-a-european-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/go/wikipedia-cluj-napoca/
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The paper proposes bringing together the European Smart Cities model (Figure 1 above) and the concept of knowledge 
management, with the aim of harnessing knowledge as “a powerful tool for transition, development and transformation.” 
A Knowledge Broker Intervention Model (KBIM) is proposed as the key lever for change. 
 

From a knowledge management point of view, a smart city: 
“…represents a complex network of connections that are in constant motion and evolution, influenced by the capital 
mix flow connected to the needs of an innovative community complemented by an appropriate legislative framework, 
opened and transparent, supported by public-private partnership, whose development is doubled by its human 
resource expertise and the creativity factor of its population. 

 

The mind map in Figure 2 below shows how the proposed KBIM would operate. In the KBIM: 
“…the knowledge broker’s main role is to nurture and build relationships to sustain the flow of information between 
researchers and decision-makers on one hand, and among the organizational layers of the society, on another. The 
knowledge broker is not only a social means, its reason for being is to ensure that the transferred knowledge is based 
on solid research and that it is available for decision makers, and its target is to ensure that the end result will consist 
of productive change. 

 

Figure 2. Mind map: Knowledge Broker Intervention Model (KBIM) in Cluj-Napoca smart city (source: Porumb and 
Ivanova).  
 

The functions of the knowledge broker are shown in Figure 3 below. They are: 

 Inform: The intent of informing is to disseminate content; it is mostly related to unidirectional knowledge transfer. 

 Consult and link: This strategy refers to linking expertise to needs in a specific area. 

 Matchmaker: Matchmaking brings together individuals who can be a factor to an envisaged action. 

 Engaged/focused cooperation: Engaging as a form of brokering involves the party who is responsible for addressing 

the problem establishing and implementing a process of involving others with salient expertise. 

 Cooperation / Strategic cooperation: Cooperation requires all participants in mutually developing a process through 

which they could interact with one another, and to negotiate and reach a common problem (question) to be addressed. 

 Build capacity / Building sustainable institutions: Capacity building is broadly defined as growing the ability of 

people and institutions to do what is expected of them to do. 
 
 
 

http://realkm.com/go/development-through-knowledge-economy-cluj-napoca-a-european-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/go/development-through-knowledge-economy-cluj-napoca-a-european-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Mind_map_KBIM_in_Cluj-Napoca_smart_city.jpg
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Figure 3. Functions of the knowledge broker in the smart city KBIM (source: Porumb and Ivanova). 
 

See also: Knowledge brokers: connecting research and practice. 
 

Image source: SCXFC_63 by Smart Cities is licensed by CC BY 2.0. 
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Owners’ statement of purpose - Why are we building these homes? 
By Howard and Libby Elston, http://greenhomebuildaustralia.com/  
 
We are going to construct three single storey homes that are designed to meet or exceed current sustainable living 
design principles. 
 

These homes will operate with a small carbon footprint and require minimal ongoing maintenance. 
The development at 23 Alexandra Road will be an attractive addition to the neighbourhood. 
 

BACKGROUND 

The planning permit request is an important milestone in a journey that began 3 years ago. 
 

http://realkm.com/go/development-through-knowledge-economy-cluj-napoca-a-european-smart-city/
http://realkm.com/2015/11/12/knowledge-brokers-connecting-research-and-practice/
http://realkm.com/go/scxfc_63-flickr-image/
http://realkm.com/go/smart-cities-flickr-photostream/
http://realkm.com/go/cc-by-2-0/
http://realkm.com/2016/07/22/smart-cities-and-knowledge-management/
http://realkm.com/2016/07/22/smart-cities-and-knowledge-management/
http://greenhomebuildaustralia.com/
http://realkm.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Knowledge_Broker_Intervention_Model.jpg
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In 2013, we were living near the Bellbird Precinct of Blackburn.  During our 15 years in this weatherboard house, we had 
completed major renovations, doing everything we could to turn it into a sustainable home.  Solar panels met the home’s 
electricity needs and exported excess power to the grid.  The landscaped indigenous garden enhanced the green, leafy 
feel to the neighbourhood.  The garden was watered from rainwater tanks which also supplied the toilets and laundry.   
Older heating and cooling appliances were upgraded to more efficient models. During each room’s renovation, more 
effective insulation was added.  Double glazed windows reduced the winter heat loss from the living and dining areas. 
 

Thinking about future living arrangements, we concluded this 5 bedroom, two storey house was too big for our shrinking 
needs.  It was time to pass the house onto another family and for us to downsize into something more appropriate. 
 

The easy option would have been to buy a smaller dwelling, then consider what needed to be changed to make it more 
sustainable. 
 

Instead, we decided this was an opportunity for us to demonstrate our passion for sustainable living.  Our dream was to 
design and build a home that had cutting-edge sustainable living principles embedded in the dwelling’s DNA. 
 

Our builder, David Coates, is also passionate about green homes.  He applied his knowledge of sustainable construction 
when renovating our previous home.  Examples included using wood from the Radial Timber Company (specialists in 
maximising useable wood from each tree), using recycled bridge timbers for a fence and ensuring much of the 
renovation “waste” was sent for recycling or re-use.  David agreed to join us on this exciting journey, using his skills and 
experience to create something special in the way of a sustainable home. 
 

We bought 23 Alexandra Road, sold our home at Blackburn and moved to the property. 
 

This property is large enough to build 3 or 4 townhouses.  Real estate agents who have seen the land assumed we 
would build minimum cost, two storey, 3 bedroom homes which could be quickly constructed and sold.  However, we are 
not profit-driven.  Our primary objective is to build beautiful sustainable homes that will be a delight to live in.  We intend 
to be long-term Ringwood East residents by living in one of these homes for the foreseeable future. 
 

The following pages summarise the effort that has already been put towards meeting our objectives. 
 
 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Our development proposal is based on the following guiding principles.  These principles underpin every decision we 
make about how to design, build and live in the finished homes. 
 

1. Sense of community for residents (and native animals): 

 Communal space provided where fruit trees are grown.  People living here can get to know each other while 

spending time in a shared gardening experience. 

 Construct the fences between the homes in such a way that residents have a balance between privacy and the 

opportunity to see each other.  Use a similar approach with the fence separating the new dwellings at #23 from 

the four units at #21.  Encouraging interaction with the neighbours will create a caring, supportive community.  

Living here for over a year has allowed us to get to know our neighbours at #21.  We want to make it easy to 

continue this relationship. 

 Mass plantings of a variety of indigenous plants in the garden areas will mimic Wombolano Park to create an 

oasis for native animals. 
 

2. Work with what is already there: 

 The existing house will be de-constructed, not demolished and discarded.  Every type of suitable material (eg 

floorboards, timber joists) is going to be kept on the site to be re-used somewhere in the new homes.  It makes 

no sense to dispose of old materials, only to transport new materials onto the site.  Wherever possible, anything 

we can’t reuse will be sent for recycling. 

 The homes and surrounding indigenous gardens sit lightly on the existing land contours, after making 

necessary adjustments for predicted flood levels.  This approach avoids significant excavations.  It means 

respecting what the land is saying so the homes settle into what is there, rather than imposing themselves on 

the landscape. 
 

3. Minimise resource consumption when the house is occupied: 

 Reduce heating and cooling loads through passive design elements (eg north facing windows, eaves, effective 

insulation, reverse brick veneer construction).  The final design was optimised using the NatHERS energy 

rating program to help with cost/benefit analyses of various components such as types of insulation. 

 Solar panels (plus batteries) provide a significant portion of the homes’ electricity demand.  Each garage is 

fitted with an electric vehicle charging station on the assumption that EV’s are the transport option of the future.  

The pros and cons of installing batteries is the subject of some debate.  However, we believe it’s the right thing 

to do now, rather than wait and retrofit them at a later date. 
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 Minimise electricity demand through standard means (eg LED lighting, efficient appliances) and innovative 

means (eg gravity fed toilet cisterns from a rainwater tank, clerestory windows to bring light into the rear of the 

homes). 

 Use natural cross-flow ventilation plus fans to avoid the need to install air conditioning.  Warm air is vented from 

high windows during the night. 

 Rainwater tanks provide water for garden irrigation, toilets and laundry. 
 

4. Use sustainable building materials wherever possible in the construction: 

 Minimise the amount of building materials required for construction by designing homes that are sufficiently 

spacious but without unnecessary wall height or excessive floor area. 

 Replace standard bricks with locally made Timbercrete blocks.  These blocks are air dried, thereby massively 

reducing the embodied energy in the walls. 

 Look for recycled materials (e.g. we bought a consignment of floorboards from a demolished 1920’s tram depot 

to use on the bedroom floors). 

 Use natural products (e.g. no-VOC paints).  This means builders and future residents aren’t exposed to 

chemicals which may affect their health. 

 Use local suppliers to reduce transport energy (e.g. seedlings from CRISP nursery, Timbercrete blocks from 

the factory in Ferntree Gully).  Buying local also means we are supporting Melbourne businesses. 
 

5. Work with the Council on design input and permits: 

 We look forward to continuing to work with Council Staff to bring this project to a successful conclusion. 

 Through pre-submission meetings, Planning provided essential input to meeting planning requirements. 

 We facilitated development of Engineering’s idea for an innovative modification to the Scenic Avenue Flood 

Mitigation project. Their idea takes advantage of access to our property before house construction starts. 

 Environment staff are supportive of this development as an example of Council’s ESD objectives. Suggesting 

the Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard (BESS) as a way to demonstrate the sustainability credentials of 

our development helped us summarise what we are doing. 

 We are enthusiastic about an ongoing relationship with Council staff.  Capturing experience with design, 

construction and living in a finished home will make a useful case study.  This study can be used to show other 

Maroondah residents some possibilities when creating sustainable housing. 
 

6. Include ways to easily reuse or recycle materials generated by living in the homes: 

 Compost kitchen scraps and green waste so the nutrients can be added to the garden. 

 Rainwater run-off from garden areas is directed towards a dry creek bed area at the rear of the property.  

This wetland will provide a seasonal water source for native animals. 
 

7. Landscaping and garden are integral to the design, not added later: 

 Locate plants to assist with shading during summer (e.g. canopy trees, green wall on the western walls). 

 Improve the indoor environment quality by providing an attractive garden view outside the windows.  We want 

each room to feel as though it has a living landscape painting on the wall, rather than just a window. 

 Consider the neighbours’ perspective when siting landscaping features.  Ensure they have pleasing views of 

the garden as well as adequate privacy with well-placed plants. 

 Enhance the landscaping by making functional items into works of art – the carport for Unit 3 that resembles 

canopy trees.  We want to bring a smile to visitors’ faces. 
 

8. Low maintenance in the long term: 

 A low maintenance home ensures residents aren’t faced with tasks they may have difficulty doing (eg regular 

oiling of window frames, painting external walls).  Low maintenance also means reduced consumption of 

resources over the life of the home.   Maintenance requirement is an important input to the decision on 

construction materials.  

 Low maintenance also includes considering the changing needs of residents as they age.  These homes are 

aiming to meet the Silver Level of the Liveable Housing Design Guidelines (e.g. reinforced walls for later 

addition of grab rails, easy access through internal doors and corridors).  Liveable houses are ones that 

“enhance the quality of life of all occupants at all stages of their life.”  Research by Liveable Housing Australia 

found it was 22 times more efficient to install these features during the construction than retrofit them later. 

 Choosing to go with single storey homes creates a comfortable, low maintenance home suitable for an aging 

population.  This is consistent with the trends predicted by the Ringwood East Structure Plan Discussion Paper.  

One of the dominant groups will be people aged from 50 to 54.  The number of people over 65 years old will 

increase and represent 21% of the population.  While double storey units might offer us greater financial return, 

they would not suit older residents.   
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9. Share the experience: 

 Use social media to inform others what we are doing and get valuable input from those who have relevant 

experience.  We want to bring sustainable building practices into the mainstream so that, in the future, this 

becomes the way everyone approaches house design. 

 Regular posts on our blog (http://greenhomebuildaustralia.com/) inform a growing online following about our 

activities.  These posts are also shared via Facebook and LinkedIn. 

 Registering the project on EnviroSource means Australia’s environmental organisations and individuals are 
kept informed about what is happening with our contribution to sustainable housing in Maroondah.  
(https://www.envirosource.com.au/projects/green-home-building-using-sustainability-principles) 

 

 

SOLAR COOKING - www. solarcooking.org 
By Margot, Springthorpe, HOPE member (Qld) 
 
Solar cooking is not only a cheap and easy way to cook, it has saved and changed lives. This is especially so in the Third 
World where a hot meal requires cooking on an open fire. Solar Cookers work by converting sunlight to heat energy which 
is then retained for cooking.  
 

Women living on less than a $1/day and who care for her household often have to choose between buying firewood or 
going without a hot meal. Solar cookers, solar ovens and solar grills cook food and pasteurize water (to purify it) so women 
and children breathe cleaner air as their food cooks. So in places like Africa rather than gathering wood, they can focus 
on education, preparing goods for the markets or caring for the family. SoIar cookers also make for a cleaner and cooler 
environment due to zero-emission, free solar energy replacing wood, charcoal or fossil fuels for cooking.  
 

Although slower than conventional methods of cooking, all types of food can be cooked on the solar cooker and since less 
water is used foods retain more flavor and nutrients rather than being steamed or boiled.  
 

The three most common types of solar cookers are box cookers, panel cookers and parabolic 
cookers. Two of the less known designs are evacuated tube cookers and trough cookers and 
larger scale cookers which have been developed for institutions worldwide. Most solar panel 
cookers and solar box cookers can reach 120 degrees C (250 degrees F) and don’t need to 
be turned to follow the sun. Box cookers can cook multiple pots and take from one to three 
hours to cook foods. These are most commonly throughout the world and there are several 
thousand in India alone. Basic solar cookers do not require stirring the food while cooking. 
Box cookers and panel cookers can be left to cook unattended whilst parabolic solar cookers 
reach higher temperatures requiring more attention to the cooking food. 
 

 

Panel cookers incorporate elements of box and parabolic cookers and have a large reflector area whilst the cookpot has 
an enclosure to retain heat. Parabolic solar cookers use a bowl shaped reflector to focus the light directly onto the cookpot 
and don’t require a greenhouse enclosure to retain the heat. They require more frequent orientation to the sun but cook 
food more quickly at higher temperatures compared to other solar cookers. They can reach temperatures over 200 degrees 
Celsius (400 degrees F), can fry and broil foods and are especially useful for large-scale institutional solar cooking 
systems. 
 

Trough cookers capture sunlight using a reflector with a curved parabolic cross-section which then continues as a straight 
trough in the other direction. Instead of focusing the light at one spot like a typical bowl-shaped parabolic solar cooker, the 
light is reflected along what is known as a focal line.  
 

Evacuated tube cookers means that the cooking is constructed of two layers of blown glass in the shape of a sealed tube 
where the air has been removed between the layers. With no air between the layers of glass the chamber is insulated and 
able to retain cooking heat which proves to be so effective it doesn’t need a large reflector to capture sunlight. 
 

The captured sunlight passes through a greenhouse enclosure which encloses a dark coloured cook pot. As it hits the 
dark surface, the sunlight is converted to heat, which cannot escape the enclosure, and cooking temperatures are 
achieved. Dark surfaces get very hot in sunlight whereas light surfaces don’t so food cooks best in dark, shallow, thin 
metal pots with dark, tight-fitting lids to hold in heat and moisture. 
 

If you want to become a solar cook, Solar Cookers International offers numerous resources to get you started. By visiting 
their store, you can learn about solar cookers, solar ovens, solar grills and other devices and in return help to support 
Solar Cookers International’s mission to promote solar cooking worldwide. For online resources about solar cooking visit 
www. solarcooking.org . 
 

To help people everywhere learn about solar cooking, Solar Cookers International developed Solar Cookers: How To 
Make, Use, and Enjoy as a guide. You can even build your own solar cooker by purchasing the CooKit solar panel cooker 
for $39 through Solar Cookers International. People around the world are being urged to promote the efficiency of Solar 
Cookers and by hosting a solar cooked dinner. 
 

 
  

http://greenhomebuildaustralia.com/
https://www.envirosource.com.au/projects/green-home-building-using-sustainability-principles
http://www.solarcooking.org/
http://www.solarcooking.org/
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Toowoomba News 
 

BUILDING BIOLOGY 
By Lynn Edwards, HOPE member NSW 
 
Building or renovating for a healthier life: 

Are you seeking some targeted building designs for your new or existing home, designs that address a greener, healthier 
life-style and allow you to cater to your own specific needs? Designs based around building biology could be your answer!  

 
What is ‘building biology’? 

This new area of building science is also known as baubiology. Its 
founder was Anton Schneider in Germany. Evolving since 1969, by 
1983 Dr Schneider had created a teaching institution focused on the 
study of the indoor living environment, and evaluating it for irritants that 
diminished the quality of life. Therefore, building designs, whether a 
‘new build’ or a renovation, aim to be biologically sensitive and to avoid 
damaging the environment. 
 
Building aspects examined: 

Just some of a building’s aspects covered in a biological assessment 
are: toxic gas emissions, noise levels, insulation and ventilation, and 
the reduction of triggers of allergic reactions, such as dust and 
bacteria. 

 
Designs for Creation:  

Toowoomba-based company, Designs for Creation, has served the south-east region of Queensland since 2011 and its 
website has an abundance of useful and thought-provoking information. The company’s philosophy and slogan says it all: 
‘Creating Inspirationally Healthier Buildings by Design’.   
 
A biological audit — what it is and how to get one:   

Concerned about your work-place or home’s biological footprint? Why not have it 
assessed for biological hazards and deficiencies? Designs for Creation provides, for a fee, 
a comprehensive audit of your premises in any, or all, of these areas: its indoor air quality, 
water quality and electro-biology. 
 

 The air quality is monitored for the building materials’ possible inclusion of toxic 
chemicals, the origins of any moisture, allergens, and for dust mites and vermin. 

 Water quality, whether from Council or other sources, is tested for contaminants, 
including your buildings’ pipes, on-site storage facilities and domestic appliances. 

 An electro-biology audit covers electro-magnetic radiation levels emitted by appliances such as Wi-Fi, mobile 
phones and more, and sources of other types of radiation and static electricity.  

   
The website: 

Catering to business and domestic design needs, the company’s website outlines the guiding principles that underpin its 
biologically focused work designs for buildings, such as sustainability, efficiency and waste minimisation.   
     Custom-designed furniture and fittings are also given the ‘bio’ treatment. Designs for Creation promotes designs and 

products which enhance a healthy lifestyle and also considers air quality, the use of renewable energy and other important 
contributing factors.  
 
Spreading the word: 

Committed to educating the public on the healthy lifestyle options possible using the biological principles practised by 
Designs for Creation, it is available for presentations to individuals, community groups and conferences; fees on 
application.  
 
For further great information on building biology visit:  

 The Australasian Society of Building Biologists’ website: http://asbb.org.au/ , and; 

 Design for Creation - www.designsforcreation.com.au .    
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

http://asbb.org.au/
http://www.designsforcreation.com.au/
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Queensland News 
 

A Great Leap Forward for Litter Reduction and Community Fundraising in Queensland 
 
On 22 July 2016, the Queensland State Government announced its intention to introduce a container deposit scheme 
(cash for containers) to begin in 2018. The Government plans to introduce the scheme jointly with NSW. The introduction 
of a cash for containers scheme comes with the support of the LNP and all the Independents in the Queensland Parliament. 
 

The introduction of a scheme is a great victory for environmental groups who have campaigned for this over many, many 
years. It vindicates the views of the 85% of Queenslanders who support container deposits (Newspoll, Jan 2015). 
 

The cash for containers scheme will mean that anyone returning used beverage containers, glass, plastic and aluminium, 
between 150 ml and 3 litres to an approved collection point, will receive a 10 cent refund per container. Based upon the 
experience of South Australia and the over 40 jurisdictions around the world that have deposit schemes, the result will 
mean a dramatic reduction in container litter.  
 

According to the CSIRO ‘three quarters of the rubbish found along our coastline is plastic, with most from local sources’. 
Based on Clean Up Australia data and the Keep Australia Beautiful National Litter Index, container litter is the bulk of litter 
collected from beaches, waterways and roads right around Australia. Whilst the focus has been on marine pollution, 
container deposits will clean up all of our environment, not just the coastline. 
 

The great thing with container deposit schemes is that, in addition to slashing litter, it increases recycling, creates jobs and 
provides vital funds to community organisations. Boomerang Alliance estimates that litter rates will halve, recycling of 
containers will increase from less than 40% to over 80% and hundreds of jobs (particularly in regional places) will be 
created. 
 

Community groups will benefit. It is estimated that organisations interested in collecting cans and bottles could share in 
over $25 million per year. Scouts in SA, who run collection depots in that State, receive an annual dividend from operations 
of $2.8 million. The contribution directly assists the organisations through discounted membership, better facilities and the 
opportunity to do more in their communities. 
 

Australian use about 13 billion beverage containers every year. In Queensland that figure equates to about 2.4 billion. 
Most of those containers are either wasted in landfill or littered. Only a minority are actually recycled.  
 

Container deposits is the game changer. The system means that Queensland can start to address its litter problem, we 
are the most littered state in Australia. Perhaps more importantly, we can build a new awareness on the need to reduce 
our use of resources and re-use and recycle those resources we do use. That is the beauty of a container deposit scheme, 
it creates the awareness and builds the infrastructure to allow society to change and become less wasteful. We can start 
with containers and then look at other materials we currently waste and discard. 
 

We still have much to do. The scheme needs to be fully designed, contracts put in place, infrastructure needs to be built 
and the community needs to know what to do. This will take time, which is why the Government has set a 2018 deadline. 
However, you can be sure that environmental and community groups will continue to push for the introduction of a best 
practice scheme as soon as practical. 
 

Thank you to HOPE Inc. for being an important part of this campaign over many years. You have made a difference. 
 
Toby Hutcheon 
Queensland Manager-Boomerang Alliance 
Plastics Campaigner-Wildlife Queensland 

 
 

HOPE’s Pledge facility - http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/annual-pledgedonation/  
 

We invite members and supporters to consider making an annual financial contribution to help cover our 
operating costs of approximately $20,500 p.a.  
 

Currently, our income is derived from project grants, fund-raising, corporate sponsorship and donations, but 
falls well short of our requirements.  
Your financial support, by way of an annual pledge or donation, will considerably help us to achieve better 
financial viability. 

 
 
 
 
  

http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/annual-pledgedonation/
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National News 
 

Vitamin N and the Importance of Taking Students Outdoors 
Written by Nicholas Hall, Environmental Educator, Red Hill Environmental Education Centre, Gulgong, NSW 

www.redhill-e.schools.nsw.edu.au  
 

Ever heard of the benefits of Vitamin N? In this instance the ‘N’ stands for 
Nature and in the daily life of an Environmental Educator we spend our 
time seeing the benefits nature can have on students and teachers.  

There is a tremendous amount of evidence that supports the reconnecting 
and immersing of students in nature. A report by Charles, Louv, Bodner 
and Guns’ (2008) found that by engaging with nature the benefits include 
better health, more developed coping skills, enhanced curiosity, greater 
cognitive skills and improved academic outcomes. We live in a time where 
21st century students are less likely to play outdoors, display lower levels 
of knowledge surrounding the outdoors and spend increasing amounts of 
time participating in passive activities such as video games.  

One solution for breaking down this barrier and reintroducing children to 
the outdoor world is through the implementing and enhancing of school 
environments and outdoor learning spaces. When the largest barrier 
faced by students is fear, it becomes increasingly important for more 
opportunities to be provided in the safety of school grounds. Allowing both 
students and teachers the chance to ‘dip their toes’ in nature whilst 

maintaining the supportive environment that a school provides. Spaces such as veggie plots, bush tucker gardens, nature 
trails and play space initiatives that incorporate natural features, are pivotal in encouraging children to explore and 
experience the positive benefits of nature. Outdoor learning spaces also offer teachers the chance to take learning outside, 
becoming a natural extension of their classroom limited only by the teacher’s imagination.   

Another way to reconnect students to nature is to visit or find out 
about your local Environmental Education Centre. In NSW the 
Department of Education has 25 Zoo and Environmental Education 
Centres located around the state. They provide various programs to 
visiting school groups depending on the unique features of their 
location. Programs offered are linked to Australian syllabus 
documents and stage groups. Pre- and -post excursion support 
materials are provided. The teachers from the Centres can also work 
in schools to support school-based environment programs. 

The Centres support schools: 

 by providing resources to help integrate environmental education 
across a variety of subject areas; 

 by providing professional learning opportunities to teachers; 

 implement more sustainable practices in schools; 

 by providing opportunities for student learning and environmental leadership. 
 
Schools are stakeholders in their community, they have the potential to make incredible contributions and provide life 
changing opportunities. By incorporating a healthy amount of Vitamin N into the school environment, students will not only 
experience the health benefits, they will become community minded, global citizens that are able to make educated 
choices about the world we live in. 
 

 

Climate action is the key to Australia achieving the Sustainable Development Goals  
 
 
Achieving the SDGs is a complex and challenging task to say the least, but 
Australia can make the most impact by focusing on climate action and global 
partnerships, say researchers. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  

http://www.redhill-e.schools.nsw.edu.au/
http://eco-business.cmail20.com/t/r-l-ydcyuud-hjhyhlljz-a/
http://eco-business.cmail20.com/t/r-l-ydcyuud-hjhyhlljz-z/
http://eco-business.cmail20.com/t/r-l-ydcyuud-hjhyhlljz-f/
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Resources 
 

REALKM MAGAZINE: EVIDENCE-BASED KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
By Bruce Boyes, Editor and Principal Writer - RealKM Magazine 
 
RealKM Magazine was launched in August 2015 with the aim of bringing you the findings of high-value knowledge 
management (KM) research. 
 
If you haven't checked out our articles yet, you're invited to visit http://realkm.com . It's free, fully online, and operated as 
a community service by knowquestion http://knowquestion.com.au . 
 
What is knowledge management? It's something that can benefit any organisation. For an introduction, see the short 

video at https://realkm.com/2015/08/22/what-is-knowledge-management/ 
 
How to subscribe? You can subscribe to the RealKM Magazine Weekly Wrap summary newsletter 

http://realkm.com/subscribe-to-e-news/ so you'll never miss an article, and also follow RealKM Magazine on Twitter 
https://twitter.com/realkmmag LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/realkm-magazine and Facebook 
https://m.facebook.com/realkmmagazine/ . 
 
Environmental articles. The range of articles on knowledge management and associated disciplines includes articles 

directly related to environmental and natural resource management. These include: 
 

 Case Study: A knowledge strategy process for natural resource management organisations 
https://realkm.com/2016/07/29/case-study-a-knowledge-strategy-process-for-natural-resource-management-
organisations/ 

 The Paris Agreement: knowledge management and climate science denial http://realkm.com/2015/12/15/the-paris-
agreement-knowledge-management-and-climate-science-denial/ 

 Collapse of the Easter Island ecocide theory: to what extent does opinion influence research? 
http://realkm.com/2015/11/03/collapse-of-the-easter-island-ecocide-theory/ 

 Case Study: Knowledge transfer and sharing through collaborative learning and 
governance http://realkm.com/2015/10/29/case-study-knowledge-transfer-sharing-collaborative-learning-
governance/ 

 Case Study: The dangers of information silos http://realkm.com/2016/01/19/dangers-information-silos/ 

 Case Study: How to overcome resistance and denial when engaging stakeholders 
http://realkm.com/2016/01/06/case-study-how-to-overcome-resistance-and-denial-when-engaging-stakeholders/ 

 Knowledge brokers: connecting research and practice https://realkm.com/2015/11/12/knowledge-brokers-
connecting-research-and-practice/ 

 Smart cities and knowledge management https://realkm.com/2016/07/22/smart-cities-and-knowledge-management/ 
 

 

CSIRO Publications - http://www.publish.csiro.au/  
 

 

 
Global Megatrends - Seven Patterns of Change Shaping Our Future 

Stefan Hajkowicz  
 
A creative, entertaining and interesting treatise on the future of the world. 
 
2015 - CSIRO Publishing - 216pp - Illustrations  
Paperback - 9781486301409 - $35.00  
 

 

 
Pests, Diseases and Beneficials - Friends and Foes of Australian Gardens  
F David Hockings AM  
 
Helps gardeners identify and deal with common insects and small animals that are 
found in every Australian garden. 
 
2014 - CSIRO Publishing - 280pp - Colour photographs  
Paperback - 9781486300211 - $39.95  
 

 

http://realkm.com/
http://knowquestion.com.au/
https://realkm.com/2015/08/22/what-is-knowledge-management/
http://realkm.com/subscribe-to-e-news/
https://twitter.com/realkmmag
https://www.linkedin.com/company/realkm-magazine
https://m.facebook.com/realkmmagazine/
https://realkm.com/2016/07/29/case-study-a-knowledge-strategy-process-for-natural-resource-management-organisations/
https://realkm.com/2016/07/29/case-study-a-knowledge-strategy-process-for-natural-resource-management-organisations/
http://realkm.com/2015/12/15/the-paris-agreement-knowledge-management-and-climate-science-denial/
http://realkm.com/2015/12/15/the-paris-agreement-knowledge-management-and-climate-science-denial/
http://realkm.com/2015/11/03/collapse-of-the-easter-island-ecocide-theory/
http://realkm.com/2015/10/29/case-study-knowledge-transfer-sharing-collaborative-learning-governance/
http://realkm.com/2015/10/29/case-study-knowledge-transfer-sharing-collaborative-learning-governance/
http://realkm.com/2016/01/19/dangers-information-silos/
http://realkm.com/2016/01/06/case-study-how-to-overcome-resistance-and-denial-when-engaging-stakeholders/
https://realkm.com/2015/11/12/knowledge-brokers-connecting-research-and-practice/
https://realkm.com/2015/11/12/knowledge-brokers-connecting-research-and-practice/
https://realkm.com/2016/07/22/smart-cities-and-knowledge-management/
http://www.publish.csiro.au/
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/18/pid/7265/jid/news160822/xhtml/3bbdf2e4-bb3d-47a5-9220-d7b911d6d4f6.htm
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/18/pid/7134/jid/news160822/xhtml/3bbdf2e4-bb3d-47a5-9220-d7b911d6d4f6.htm
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/18/pid/7265/jid/news160822/xhtml/3bbdf2e4-bb3d-47a5-9220-d7b911d6d4f6.htm
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/18/pid/7134/jid/news160822/xhtml/3bbdf2e4-bb3d-47a5-9220-d7b911d6d4f6.htm

